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In coruiugate rei.nforcement, thn lntenslty of a cantirwouslg aoailablz reinforcing
consequerwe is direc'tly controll,ad by the xtbiea s rate of reryoniling. This
immediate and. direct relationship between response rate and. reinforcer intensitg
makes the coniugate an |deal contingency for comparing the strength of different
rcinforcers. This experiment demanstrates the ad.oantages of cortiugate reinfat-ce-
ment in meav"tri.ng preferences for nanatfue reinfucers, ushich lose much of their
strength when preserted on' an episodic schedub. One-operund;um and hpo-
operanda preference techniques are compared.- 

Analgsis oi \ou, nrnmal aauUg preferences for stereophonin ooer manoplwnic
mrnic ilemsnstrateil: (1) Coniusatelg contingert mt$c is a reinforcer of xtfficient
rtrength to muir*cin respcmding and shous cmwid.erable resistance to ffiidi'ort.
(2) Atthough stereophonic musii wa; discrhni.nntedfrom and oerbalfu prefenedto
m.otr,ophonTc musi.c bg all four rubiects, stereophonic music, uos operqttlU ?!'
ferred. bU orrlU two of the iour. Two stimuli which con be disctiminated and fm'which 

xtbiecis oerballg i.ndicate di,fferential prefetence do twt nacessa.tilg haae

diff ererrtial reinf orcing puu ers.

JN this study, free-operant preference was
I compared rvith both free-operant discrimi-
nation of, and verbal preference for, stereo-
phonic over monophonic music in the same
four human subjects.

Operant Prefercnce

Sfudies of preference for one stimulus over
another involve procedures in which an orga-
nism is given an opportunity to select one from
trvo or more stimuli. fn operant terms, the
sfimuli are reinforcers for the "choice' or
"selection" response of the subject. Operant
preference is defined as differential respond-
ing for one reinforcing stimulus as opposed to
another reinforcing stimulus. In a free-operant
situation, since the subject's response rate is
not limited by trials or any other aspect of the
experimental procedure, preference can be de-
fined in terms of differential response rate'
That is, tle preferred stimulus is that which,
rvhen presented as a reinforcing consequence
of a response, results in the highest frequency
of free-operant responding.

l Copyright 1964, O, R. Lindsley. This research
was conducted by the Behavior Research Company,
Belmont 78, N'lass., and w-as partially supported by
special research funds from Colorado College. Re-
printed by permission.
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Verbal Preference

Preference stufies with humans are often
limited to verbal responses. The zubfect can-

not actually obtain the stimuli, but is asked

rvhieh he would chose if he could obtain them.
In operant terms, the names of the stimuli are
given as discriminative stimuli for a verbal
i"rpot te. Although the reinforcement for this
verbal response is not usually specified, it
presumably involves pleasing the erperimenter.

NIusic as a Reinforcer

Operant preference testing requires tlat the
comparison stimuli be rein-forcers of sufficient
strength to maintain the operant preferenee
tutpo.rs"s at useful rates' Observation of the
great extent to which music is used in every-
day life suggests that music can operate as a
reinforcer. 

-the.e is also some experimental
evidence of its reinforcing properties. Jeffrey
(1955) was able to increase responding in
children with rnusic, and Barrett (1962) found
that interruption of music can attenuate an

undesired response. Fane (1955), horvever,
rvas unable to acceierate responding in psy-
chotics rvith ten-second bursts of music pre-
sented on a one-minute variatrie-inten'al
schedule. The reinforcing effects of the music
rvere probably minimized in these elperiments
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because the music was presented in disjointed
segnlents (Fane, 1955) or interrupted periodi-
cally (Jeffrey, 1955; Barrett, 1962). The corr-
jugate contingency, in which the intensity of
&e reinforcing stimulus is eontingent on the
rate of responding, overcomes this difficulty
(Lindsley, 1957; Lindsley, 1961; Lindsley,

'Hobika, andEtsten, 1961 ). Conjugate contin-
gencies havebeen used to determine separately
the mornent-to-moment changes in the rein-
foreing power of the audio and video portions
of television progranns (Lindsley, 1962). By
responding at a preset rate, the subject can
maiqtain the program at full volume. As his
rate of responding decreases, the volume of
the program deereases. As his response rate
slows to zero, the program fades to silence.
As his response rate increases, the program
iirereases in volume. Thus the conjugate con-
tingeney directly feeds back the program
volurne as a function of the rate of responding
without intemrpting the program naration.

In the present study we measured prefer-
ence for stereophonic as opposed to mono-
phonic music. The stereophonic-monophonic
dimension was selected because it seemed to
be a very subtle dimension that would provide
a good test o{ the sensitivity of operant pref-
erence testing methods. Also, it permitted us
to equate the reinforcing stimuli in all other
dimensions. The subjects were given a ehoiee
betrryeen hearing music monophonically and
hearing tlle same music played stereophonically
from the same tap€, at the same time, and at
the same volume. Thus, we were able to
equate parameters (such as rhythm, harmony,
tone, and instrumentation) which vary be-
tween musical selections or even from one
part of a selection to another. This minimized
&e li-tcelihood that any preferences shown
,rvould be attributable to other than the stereo-
phonic-qrouophonie dimension of the music.

Subiects

The four subjeets were one male (N31)
and oae female (NCF7) high school students
and two female student nurses (NFS, NFg),
ages 15 to 2J...2 Eaeh subject participated in

?The eooperation of students from New England
Baptist l{ospital Nursing School and Saint Mary's
High School, Waltham, Mass., in serving as subjects
is greatly appreciated.
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four to five daily sessions of 45 minutes to two
hours duration. The lreference of each sub-
ject u,as studied *'ith both techniques de-
scribed belou', each technique being used in
alternate sessions. With two of the subjects,
the two-operanda technique was used first,
and with the other trvo, the one-operandum
technique was used first.

Apparatus

Each subject sat in a small-attenuated room
fumished only with a comfortable chair, a pair
of earphones, and one or two operanda (see
Skinner, 1962). The operanda were hand-
switehes on the ends of cords.s The subjects
rvere told that they would be listening to
music through the earphones and that they
could press the srvitch (or switches) when-
ever they wanted. Nothing was said about the
reinforcement contingencies, nor rvas it in-
dicated that it would be necessary to keep
responding, Response rates vi'ere recorded on
cumulative recorders. Reeording and pro-
gramming apparatus was fully automatic and
located in a separate room.

The reinforcement was programmed through
a conjugate reinforcement servoa which con-
verted the rate of electrical pulses from the
handswitches into changes in electrical resis-
tance in the sound circuit. The maximum
volume of the music 'nl,as preset at a com-
fortable level. The rate of responding required
to maintain maximum volume was 60 responses
per minute for all subjects throughout the
study.

The music was a stereophonic tape record-
ing of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue and
American in Paris.s Pilot studies had indicated
that these were selections which were not
aversive to people of most musical tastes.

The music was presented through stereo-
phonic earphones. When stereophonic music
was presented, both channels of the stereo-
phonic tape were fed separately into the two
earphones. When monophonic music was
presented, the sound from only one channel

-l fr*il,*,,"i,es #E-800-6 manufactured by Grason-
Stadler Company, West Concord, Mass., were
modified to require 350 grams of force through 3 mnr.
for each operation.

aConjugate reinforcement servo $CRZS manufac-
tured by Behavior Research Company, Belmont 78,
Mass.

5 Stereo tape MQ322, Columbfu Masterworks Series-
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CONJ9GATE

Frc, 1 Apparatus schema for two-operanda oper-
ant preference testing, The subject can hear stereo-
phonic music by pressing one operandum and mono-
phonic music by pressing the other at rates of 40 to
60 responses per minute.

was fed into both earphones. The tape was
continuously in motion, so that, if the subjeet
did not respond, he missed part of the music.
Because of the conjugate contingency, it was
possible for the subject to switch back and
forth between stereophonic and monophonic
music without any interruptions or changes in
the volume of the music.

PROCEDURE AND RESIILTS

T w o -O peranda T e chnique

Each subject was given two switches, one
to hold in each hand. Responding on one of
the switches produced the music stereophoni.
cally; responding on the other switch pro-
duced the music monophonically. Responding
on neither switch resulted in silence. The con-
tingencies were switched back and forth be-
tween the two operanda to control for position
or operandum bias. A schematic diagram ol
the apparatus is given in Figure l

Figure 2 shows a cumulative record of the
fourth session of a subject who sholved a pref-
erence for stereophonic music. During the
first segment, responding on the left operan-
dum produced stereophonic music (STEREO
INC) and responding on the right operandum
produced monophonic music (NIONO INC).
Respon&ng for stereophonic music was about
three times as great as responding for mono-
phonic music. When the contingencies lvere
switched to the opposite operanda in the
second segment and then back again in the
third, the response rates on the two operanda
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Frc. 2, Operant preference for stereophonic music
over monophonic music shown by the two-operanda
technique. Responding on one operandum produces
stereophonic music (STEREO INC) and responding
on the other operandum produces monophonic music
(MONO INC). The two response contingencies are
switched back and forth between the two operanda
during a single session. This subject rvas more rein-
forced by stereophonic than by monophonic music.

were reversed, indicating that the differential
responding rvas not due to'position preference
or operandum bias. The short bursts of re-
sponding which occurred on the operandum
producing monophonic music can be inter-
preted as the subject's testing for contingenc,v
changes.

Figure 3 is a record taken under identical
conditions in the third session of a subject
',vho showed no preference for either stereo-
phonic or monophonic music. Responding
rvas first divided betlveen the trvo operanda
and gradually shifted to the left operandum,
indicating left operandum preference in this
left-handed subject. The maintenance of a

high rate of responding on t}te left operandum
indicated that the musical selection was rein-
forcing to this subject. Reversals of reinforcr-
ment contingency betlveen the two operanda

LEFT

srtREo tr.tc I t4oNo r{o
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Frc. 3. Lack of preference for either stereophonic
or monophonic music shown by the tno-operanda
technique. The experimental conditions are the sarne
as in Figure 2. This subject was not differentially
reinforced by the stereophonic property of tlre music.

had no effect, indicating that although the
music was reinforcing, its stereophonic prop-
erty was not.

Trvo of the four subjects shorved two-
operanda operant preference for stereophonic
music, and tlvo shorved no preference for
either stereophonic or monophonic nrusic. The
records given in Figures 2 and 3 are very
similar to the records of ihe other two sub-
jects.

O ne -O perand.um T e chni q ue

Each subject was given only one hand-
srvitch. When not responding, the subject
heard monophonic music, An increase in re-
sponse rate produced a deerease in mono-
phonic music and a concurrent increase in
stereophonic music, so that rates from l0 to
40 per minute produced mixtures of stereo-
phonic arld monophonic music. The higher
the rate of responding, the purer rvas the
stereophony. By responding at 60 responses
or more per minute, the subjcct could produce
purely stereophonic music. This contingency
lvas reversed during each session so that
stereophonic musie rvas produced by not re-
sponding and monophonic music was pro-
duced by responding. This reversal controlled
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one-oerarglurr pREFERENcE AppARATus
USTEflERS
EdCLOSUR€

Frc. 4. Apparafus schema for one-operandrrm 9p-
erant preference testing, The subject can change
monophonic music to stereophonic music by respood-
ing at rates above 6O responses per rninute.

for the additional response cost necessarily
added to the response-contingent stimulus in
the one-operandum technique. The apparafus
is diagrammed in Figure 4.

With the one-operandum technique it was
necessary to give each subject pretraining in a
situation in which responding was reinforced
by increases in music volume and no music
could be heard without responding. When
put directly into the one-operandum situation
u'ithout any pretraining, the subjects did not
learn to respond for the stereophonic property
of the music. Possibly the monophonic music
was reinforcing enough to satiate the subjects,
so they would not respond.

Figure 5 is the record of the fifth session of
a subject (NFg) who showed preference for
stereophonic music with the one-operandum
technique. ( Her two-operanda preference in
the preceding session is shown in Figure 2. )
In Segments 1,3, and 5, the subject responded
at rates above 100 per minute to maintain ste-
reophonic musie rvhen monophonie musie was
available for not responding ( t# ), When the
contingencies were reversed so that respond-
ing produced monophonic music and not re-
sponding produced stereophonic music (seg-
ment 2:M(), the sublect stopped responding.
In segment 4, rvhen monophonic music u'as
heard regardless of responding, the rate of
responding rvas higher (10 responses per
minute ) than in segment 2 r,r'hen stereophonic
music was heard x'hen not responding. This
higlier rate indicates "searching" for the pre-
ferred stereophonic quality u'hich disappeared.

Figure 6 is a record of the second session
of a subject who did not show operant pref-
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Frc. 5. Operant preference for stereophonic music
over monophonic music showa by the one-operandum
technique. Ttris subject responded at a high rate to
produce stereophonic music whea he could hear
monophonic music by not respon&ng ( STEREO INC,
IvIONO DEC), and made few responses when re-
sponding produced monophonic music and he could
hear stereophonic mus:ic by aot responding (MONO
INC, STEREO DEC), Responding at an irregular,
low rate was recorded when monophonic music was
heard regardless of response rate and stereophonic
music could not be obtained (MONO ON, STERSO
oFF).

erence for stereophony. Responding was
produced only when not responding resulted
in silence and responding produced music, in
the first and last segments (sz ). When mono-
phonic musie was made available for not
responding in segment 2 (tS), responding
ceased as soon as the subiect had stopped long
enough to discover that the conditions had
been changed and that he could now get
music for nothing. Reversal of contingencies
so that stereophonic music was heard for not
responding and monophonic rnusic could be
produced by responding (segments 3 and 7:
t( ) did not produce responding. This showed
that the lack of responding under the previous
conditions was not an indication of preference
{or monophonic music. Under extinction pro-
cedures, when no music was available for
either responding or not responding (segment
5, L), r€sponding occurred at a higher rate
( 10 responses per minute ) than when under
monophonic or stereophonic satiation.

Operant preference for stereophonic music
over monophonic music was shown in the
same two subjects with this technique as with
the two-operanda technique. The other two
subjects, who lacked two-operanda operant
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Frc. 6. Iack of prefereace for stereophonic music
or monophonic music shown by the one-operandum
technique. The subject responded to obtai:r stereo-
phonic muic when no music was obtained by not
reqronding { s/ ). When monophonic music was made
available for not respondi"g (s#), responding ceased

almost entireln Neither &d the subject respond when
stereophonic musie was produced by not responding
and responding produced monophonic music (u{).
Intermittent responding was reeorded when no music
could be obtained eitler by responding or not re-
sponding (1.).

preference, also lacked one-operandum pref-
erence for either stereophonic or monophonic
music. The response records for the other
two subjects are very similar to those shown
in Figures 5 and 6.

Operunt Preference oerstts Operunt
D*crimirwti,on$

The performance of one of the four subjects
( N31) raised a question of the relation of tle
mechanisms of stimulus discrimination and
response differentiation to preference as we
have defined it. When presented with the
two-operanda situation, this subject, developed
a stereotyped pattern of responding in which
he pushed both operanda simultaneously or in
rapid alternation. The subiect erpressed
superstition in stating that it was Decessary
to push the two operanda in eombination in
this way in order to produce music in both
earphones. This failure to differentiate be-
tween the two responses was highly resistant
to experimental sharpening. The stereotyped
double responding lvas not broken rvhen
music was presented. for respoading on just

6The advice and assistance of Donald Cohen dur-
ing this part of the shrdy is gratefully ac}oowledged.
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STEREOPHONIC M\JSIC
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Frc. 7. Stereophonic music operating as a positive
discriminative stirnulus for penny-reinforced respond-
ing. Responding on the single operandum during SD
(stereophonic music) for penny reinforcement is
recorded on the upper curve. Hatch marks indicate
presentations of pennies. Responding during SA

j;]i::nn*" music) periods is recorded on the lower

one of the operanda and no relnforcement was
contingent on the other. The stereotyped
pattern was broken only when white noise
was made contingent on responding on one
operandum and music lvas made contingent
on the other. Following this white-noise
punishment procedure, the stereotyped double
responding did not recur. However, when
monophonic and stereophonic music were
again made separately contingent on the two
operanda> responding remained about equal
on both. This suggested that N31 could not
differentiate the two responses unless one
rvere punished,? The question was raised as to
rvhether the lack of two-operanda preference
shown by this subiect's responding was a re-
sult of failure to discriminate between the
two stimuli, a failure to differentiate between

?Barrett and Lindsley (1962) have shown failure
to differentiate responses in retarded children. Sug-
gestions for locating and prosthetizing differentiation
and other operant component defieits were recently
made (Lindsley, 1964).
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the two responses, or gqual reinforcing powers
of the two stimuli. 

'We decided to test N31's ability to discrim-
inate betiveen the two musical stimuli by
presenting them as SD and SA for responding
on one operandum for a different reinforcer.
A penny dispenser rvas installed in the ex-
perimental room. The subject was given one
operandum, and music r.vhich was not in any
way contingent on his responding was played
to him through the earphones. The music was
switched back and forth between stereophonic
and monophonie at intervals varying from one
to three minutes in length, without interrupt-
ing ihe course of the music. When the music
was stereophonic (SD), the subject's respond-
ing was reinforced with pennies on a fixed-
ratio of 20. When the music was monophonic
( SA ) responding was not reinforced. The sub-
ject's responding under these conditions is
shown in Figure 7. A high response rate
was maintained under stereophonic stimulation
and the rate decreased to zero under mono-
phonic stimulation, indicating that the subject
could indeed diseriminate stereophonie {rom
monophonic music, even though neither v'as
operantly preferred.

O p erant D if-f erentiation D eficit Analy sis

Since rve had shown that NSl could operantly
discriminate stereophonic from monophonic
music, we returned to the two-operanda pref-
erenee technique to test for the suspected
differentiation deficit. The response record
from this session is given in Figure 8. Re-
sponse rates on the two operanda for stereo-
phonic and monophonic music remained about
equal (segment l). To determine whether
N31 could differentiate the two operanda
using consequences with greater differences
in reinforcing power, pennies were added as

reinforcement to the left operandum (segment
2), Differential responding apparently oc-
curred. However, rvhen the monetary rein-
forcement was switched to the other operan-
dum, responding was not confined to the
operandum reinforced with pennies (segment
3). A pattem of long bursts of responding
alternated between the two operanda. The
differential responding in the brief segment 2
may have been a portion of this altemating
pattern. Although there was a higher overall
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RI6HT OPERANDUM

STEREO INGREASE

LEFT OPERANDU},I

MONO INCRFASE

q

o

R

Frc. B. Lack of differentiation between responses
differentially reinforced by stimuli which are dis-
criminated. No difference in response rate is recorded
between the operandum reinforced with stereophonic
music ( sl ) and the operandum reinforced with
monophonic musjc ( rll ), Pennies on an FR-20
schedule, aclded first to the reinforcement of the left
operandum and then to the reinforcement of the
right operandum, failed to produce complete differ-
entiation. Each presentation of a penny is indicated
by a hatch mark on the records.

rate for the penny-reinforced response, dif-
ferentiation was not eomplete,

In summary, our analysis of N31's behavior
yielded eleven conclusions. The one-operan-
dum preference technique showed: (1) Music
was an adequate operant positive reinforcer.
(2) The handsrvitch defined a useful operant
response. (3) The conjugate contingency was
effective (comparison of segments l, 5, and 9
of Figure 6 ). (4 ) Stereophonic music was not
operantly preferred over monophonic music
(segrnents 2,3,4,6, 7, and 8 of Figure 6).

The one-operandum discrimination test
using pennies as a reinforcer showed: (5) N31
couid easily discriminate stereophonic rnusic
from monophonic music. (6) Pennies were an
adequate reinforcer. (7) Fixed-ratio 20 was
an effective reinforcing eontingency (Figure
t ).
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The two-operanda preference technique
showed: (8) Stereotypeh responding occurred
first as simultaneous pressing of both switches,
second as rapid single altemation of pressing,
and later as irregular alternation of long bursts
of responding. (9) Differential reinforcement
with music alone did not break this pattern,
but (10) punishment of one response with
white noise did break the pattern and pro-
duce a full response differentiation.

Use of pennies to positively reinforce dif-
ferentiation showed (11) only partial differ-
entiation (Figure 8).

llherefore, N31 adequately discriminated
stereophonic from monophonic music, but
both were equally reinforcing to him. He
showed a partial differentiation deficit when
on]y one response was reinforced, characteris-
tically altemating between separate bursts of
reinforeed and non-reinforced responding; but
when one response was ieinforced and the
other was punished, his partial differentiation
deficit was overcome.

Operant Preference t)ersu,s V erbal Pref erence

When questioned, all four subjects verbally
stated t}lat they preferred stereophonic to
monophonic music. However, only two out
of the four showed operant preference for
stereophonic over monophonic music. Their
operant preference was displayed using both
the one-operandum and two-operanda tech-
niques. This difference between operant and
verbal preferenee clearly shows that verbally
preferred items may not have reinforcing
power and may not be worth working for.
Therefore, the results of verbal preference
studies should not be used to predict rein-
forcement value or media consumption,

DISCUSSION

The experimental comparison of operant
stimulus discrimination and preference shown
in Figures 6 and 7 proves that discrimination
between two stimuli does not necessarily in-
dicate preferenee between them, as oe hnoe
defirwd preference. Thus, preference defined
as a response to a discriminative stimulus is
different from preference defined as a response
to obtain a stimulus as a reinforcer. This ob-
servation is further supported by the dis-
crepancy between operant and verbal pref-
erence reported above.
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Therefore, a method of preference testing
in which the stimuli are presented and the
subjeet is asked to make a response, but the
sfimuli are not actually obtained or consumed,
may produce di{ferent results from a method
in which the subject consumes the stimuli.
For example, a person may respond di{fer-
ently if he is asked to choose between two
objects, one which he may have, than if he
is asked which of the two is better or prettier.

Conjugately contingent music proved to
reinforce response rates above 100 responses
per minute in all four subiects. No satiation
effects were observed to the same musical
selections used during as many as seven ex-
perimental hours. The verbally stated musical
tastes of these subjects ranged from rock-and-
roll to classical music.

Using both one-operandum and two-oper-
anda techniques, operant preferences of the
four subjects for stereophonic over monophonic
music were easily measured. The preference
or lack of preference was elearly indicated
by markedly different response rates ( lfr)
,rumpared \Mith 20 responses per minute) for
each of the subiects. The development of the
preference was clearly observed in the first 30
minutes as the response rates separated. Two
of the four subjeets showed operant prefer-
ence for stereophonic music and the other two
showed no preference for either. The two
subjects who did not show operant prefer-
ence for stereophonic over monophonic music
were the high school students. The two
student nurses clearly preferred the stereo-
phonic musie with both the one-operandum
and two-operanda techniques. Since the nur-
ses were older than &e high school students,
it is possible that the reinforcing power of
stereophony is acquired through experience,
training, and sophistication.

Some of the relative merits of the one-
operandum and two-operanda techniques can
be suggested, The one-operandum technique
has the disadvantage of requiring pretraining
with a single strong reinforcer before it can be
used to evaluate preferences between two
nearly equal reinforcers. It should be noted
that we did not instruct our subjects as to the
type of responding necessary to maintain the
music. Precise instruction would have elimi-
nated the need for such pretraining for most
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normal subjects.s The one-operandum tech-
nique also has the [isadvantage of unequal
response costs for the two comparison stimuli.
These unequal response costs require more
experimental time in sequential reversing of
the response contingencies in order to coun-
terbalance the research design.

The usefulness of the two-operanda tech-
nique may be limited by its dependence on
accurate and full response differentiation be-
a given reinforcer at full strength. Response
The differentiation between responding and
not responding required by the one-operan-
dum technique apparently did not cause any
&fficulties for the subject (N31) who did
have difficulty differentiating betiveen the
two responses in the two-operanda sifuation.

F'URTI{B APPLTCAITONS

Absolute measurements of preference or
value might be made by measuring the cost
of responses emitted to produce and maintain
a given reinforcer at full strength. Responses
crsts can be manipulated by changing the
amount of force necessary to operate the
handswitch, by changing the rate of respond-
ing necessary to maintain the music ai full
volume, or by imposing responsE fines or
penalties (Weiner, 1962).

Aspects of music and dimensions of instru-
mental and theatrical program other than de-
gree of stereophony could be easily compared
with this new rnethod. Preferences for subtle
and fleeting differences between continuous
taped or live entertainment narrations can be
accurately and obiectively recorded in single
consumers.

Operant preference testing with conjugate
contingencies shows promise as a new mea-
surement technique in communication re-
search and experimental aesthetics.

8 Operant methods do not require verbal instmc-
tions. It is valuable to show this in initial demonstra-
tions of a new method to prove that the method
can be used with subiects who cannot comprehend
the instructional language (e.g.: infants, foreign
speaking, psychotic, or inattentive individuals)' In
later practical applications of tle method, the be-
havioral roeasurement can be greatly speeded up by
eliminating the time-consuming response acquisition
period with precise verbal instructions' Weiner
( 1961 ) has also and independently come to use t-hese

time-saving instructions with human subjects when
their acquisition data are not required for experi-
mental analysis.
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